3 Helpful Fashion and Cigar
Tips – Smoke In Style This
Winter
The temperatures are dropping and winter is approaching. Sure,
we need to dress warmer but that doesn’t mean you have to give
up looking your best! We are happy to share 3 helpful fashion
and cigar tips from Nat Sherman.
Nat Sherman International was founded way back in 1930. The
family business has thrived for three generations. The
company’s goal is to drive the authentic tobacco experience.
Their products are sold and respected around the world.
Three traditional activities that can still be enjoyed
outdoors during fall and winter are fishing, nighttime
bonfires and clay shooting. You can still look great while
enjoying your favorite activity and a fine cigar from Nat
Sherman. Experience a VIP lifestyle.
Michael Herklots is the VP of Retail & Brand Development at
tobacconist, Nat Sherman. He has crafted the ideal style and
cigar pairings. Enjoy the cool weather and the beauty of the
outdoors.
———————————————

Fishing
Fishing is a terrific way to spend time with and bond with
generations of fathers, grandfathers and sons. It is such a
wonderful family adventure. Be sure to dress properly and look
your best. In addition, don’t forget that perfect cigar in
hand. Make the outing a memory that will last forever.
The Perfect Nat Sherman Cigar:
Michael Herklots VP of Retail & Brand Development at Nat
Sherman recommends the Nat Sherman Panamericana Julieta.
What To Wear:
Orvis Clearwater Mesh Fishing Vest that is a great choice for
any angler, Kuhl® Radikl™ Pants that boast all the design
details for your fishing adventure, Award-winning Patagonia
Tractor Wading Boots, and a Barbour® Classic Bedale Jacket for
men stand up to cold, wind, and rain, and a Shearling-Lined
Ivy Cap with earflaps that bring an extra measure of warmth to
this cap.
———————————————

Bonfire
When the nights turn cold, it’s best to find the heat. A
bonfire party is the perfect solution. Spend quality time with
friends and family around a warm fire. A bonfire offers the
ideal environment for your party guests to sits around the
crackling fire and share good times. You can roast
marshmallows, enjoy a nice glass of red wine, as well as a
fine cigar. What a way to spend a perfect night outdoors.
The Perfect Nat Sherman Cigar:
Michael Herklots, VP of Retail & Brand Development at Nat
Sherman recommends Nat Sherman Metropolitan Connecticut
Explorer.
What To Wear:
Hunter Original Rubber Lace-Up Boots, Award-winning Hybridge
Lite Jacket Black Label by Canada Goose for a flexible fit
with premium down insulation, the Winchester Double Thickness
Wool Scarf by Smart Turnout to add a pop of color, and a
custom Eastlake Cardigan by Billy Reid.
———————————————

Clay Shooting
Many people have never tried clay shooting. It’s a really fun
experience. Enjoy an exciting adventure outdoors. A gathering
of family and friends will lots of fun participating in this
competitive activity. To look your best while clay shooting,
check out Michael’s below tips. He shares his best recommended
cigar to smoke, in addition to fashion advice to shoot in
style.
The Perfect Nat Sherman Cigar:
Michael Herklots VP of Retail & Brand Development at Nat
Sherman recommends the Nat Sherman 1930 Corona Grande.
What To Wear:
Orvis Best-Grade Sporting Clays Gloves that offer unparalleled
grip and feel, Laksen Clays Shooting Jacket that is waterproof
and breathable, Convertible Dove and Clays Belt that is an
Orvis best seller for years and Gokey® Classic Upland Boots
that are a classic and made in the USA.
———————————————
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We hope you enjoyed the 3 helpful
fashion and cigar tips from Nat
Sherman. Be sure to stop by soon
and follow our luxury blog. Read
about the best in luxury living.
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